The usage of this PDF file must comply with the IEICE Provisions on Copyright. The author(s) can distribute this PDF file for research and educational (nonprofit) purposes only. Distribution by anyone other than the author(s) is prohibited. (BoVW) is an effective framework for image retrieval. Query expansion (QE) further boosts retrieval performance by refining a query with relevant visual words found from the geometric consistency check between the query image and highly ranked retrieved images obtained from the first round of retrieval. Since QE checks the pairwise consistency between query and highly ranked images, its performance may deteriorate when there are slight degradations in the query image. We propose Query Bootstrapping as a variant of QE to circumvent this problem by using the consistency of highly ranked images instead of pairwise consistency. In so doing, we regard frequently co-occurring visual words in highly ranked images as relevant visual words. Frequent itemset mining (FIM) is used to find such visual words efficiently. However, the FIM-based approach requires sensitive parameters to be fine-tuned, namely, support (min/max-support) and the number of top ranked images (top-k). Here, we propose an adaptive support algorithm that adaptively determines both the minimum support and maximum support by referring to the first round's retrieval list. Selecting relevant images by using a geometric consistency check further boosts retrieval performance by reducing outlier images from a mining process. An important parameter for the LO-RANSAC algorithm that is used for the geometric consistency check, namely, inlier threshold, is automatically determined by our algorithm. We further introduce tf-fi-idf on top of tf-idf in order to take into account the frequency of inliers (fi) in the retrieved images. We evaluated the performance of QB in terms of mean average precision (mAP) on three benchmark datasets and found that it gave significant performance boosts of 5.37%, 9.65%, and 8.52% over that of state-of-the-art QE on Oxford 5k, Oxford 105k, and Paris 6k, respectively. key words: image retrieval, instance search, query expansion, frequent itemset mining, visual word mining, query bootstrapping, adaptive support, adaptive inlier threshold
Introduction
The Bag of Visual Words (BoVW) framework has been an effective means of object-based image retrieval since it was first described in Video Google [1] . It represents images as histograms of local descriptors assigned as vocabulary, namely, visual words. The existence of irrelevant vi- Fig. 1 The illustration of a second-round query representing an object mined from multiple relevant images by using our method.
sual words may degrade the performance of image retrieval based on BoVW. Here, a word-weighting schemes such as tf-idf inspired by the idea in text retrieval [2] , have been proposed in order to reduce the effect of irrelevant visual words.
Given an image query, the retrieval algorithm returns a ranked list by checking the similarities between the query image and the images in the database. After the first round of image retrieval, query expansion (QE) is used to boost the retrieval performance by selecting visual words that are geometrically consistent with the query image and the highly ranked retrieved images in the ranked list. After that, a second round of retrieval is performed. QE refines the query with selected relevant visual words such that the ranked list of the second round usually has a higher recall than that of the first round. Salton et al. [3] devised a simple yet effective QE, called pseudo relevance feedback or blind relevance feedback, which assumes that the top k of the retrieved ranked items are relevant and generate the query by aggregating the features of these items. In object-based image retrieval, the standard way is to use the average of BoVW histograms of the top-k items as the refined query for the next round retrieval.
In order to take advantage of geometric topology information, Total Recall [4] adapts QE for object-based image retrieval, then the method is widely known as average query expansion (AQE). Given a ranked list of retrieved images according to the query image with query region, AQE first checks the geometric consistency between the query region and each of the retrieved images and only selects relevant visual words in verified images appearing in back-projected regions to be put into the next-round query. The formulation of the next-round query is done by averaging the BoVW histograms of the original query and the verified images with Copyright c 2016 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers selected relevant visual words. This sort of refining with selected relevant visual words achieves higher recall compared with that of the first-round ranked list. However, since AQE checks only the pairwise consistency between the query and each of the highly ranked images, its performance may be affected by slight degradations in the query image.
To solve this problem, we propose a new method called Query Bootstrapping (QB for short). The key idea of this variant of QE is to use the consistency among highly ranked images, instead of using only the pairwise consistency between the query and each of the ranked images. Doing so reduces the over-dependency on the query that affects AQE, and thus QB may be more robust to the degradation and/or variation in the query images. We regard frequently co-occurring visual words in highly ranked images as relevant. We use frequent itemset mining (FIM) to efficiently find co-occurring visual words in highly ranked images, and we also use LO-RANSAC [5] to check the geometric consistency of the highly ranked images and remove those that do not pass the check. FIM outputs frequent patterns, each of which is composed of a set of visual words, that co-occur frequently in the top-k highly ranked images. We then use the visual words appearing in the frequent patterns to formulate the next-round query by averaging together BoVW histograms of the original query and highly ranked (optionally geometrically verified) images with only the visual words in the frequent patterns. To do this, we propose tf-fi-idf as an extension of tf-idf that takes into account frequent patterns (fi). This method requires the parameters to be carefully designed, namely, the support as the fraction of cooccurrences in the top-k highly ranked images, and the top k as the number of highly ranked images to be fed to QB. Example of second-round queries are illustrated in Fig. 1 , with back projecting image segments of highly ranked images that contain visual words corresponding to frequent patterns into the original query space.
There have been a number of previous attempts at using FIM for image retrieval; however, very few of them have dealt with automatic optimization of such parameters. Here, we devised an adaptive support selection algorithm that returns both the minimum support minsup and maximum support maxsup in order to find the optimal faction of frequent patterns out of the top-k images. Moreover, we also created an algorithm that selects a suitable inlier threshold for the LO-RANSAC geometric consistency verification, which can be used to indirectly determine the value of k of the topk highly ranked images. We tested our approach on standard benchmark datasets (Oxford 5k, Oxford 105k, and Paris 6k) and found that it outperforms a BoVW baseline, yields a significant performance improvement over AQE, and preserves higher robustness to query degradations. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief review of related work, while Sect. 3 describes the notation used. The details of our approach are explained in Sect. 4, which consists of subsections on visual-based mining (Sect. 4.1), the adaptive support parameter (Sect. 4.2), integrating of the spatial verification (Sect. 4.3) and mining results and its integration to BoVW (Sect. 4.4), and speeding up the mining with the matrix transposition technique (Sect. 4.5 ). An evaluation of our method comparing it with the state-of-the-art is presented in Sect. 5. It shows the impact of using the top-k parameters, compares fixed and autoparameter settings (Sect. 5.3), assesses the algorithm's robustness (Sect. 5.4), and compares its execution time with those of other methods (Sect. 5.5). The paper concludes in Sect. 6.
Related Work
Query expansion (QE) is a well-known technique in the field of text-based information retrieval. It reformulates a new query from information found in highly ranked documents. QE improves the total retrieval recall by adding terms that were not in the original query but might be in the retrieved documents. QE is regarded as a technique to improve the total retrieval recall by additional terms which were not found in the original query but might be found in the retrieved documents. Since the BoVW method is inspired by text-based information retrieval, it is quite natural for QE to be applied to image retrieval as well. One of the simplest QE techniques is called blind relevance feedback [3] , which regards highly ranked documents as relevant. The method feeds these relevant documents back to the system in order to get improved retrieval performance without an extended of user interaction. This technique works well in text-based information retrieval, since each term does not have a strict word order. In contrast, an image has a meaning that depends on the spatial locations of its visual words Hence, a simple application of QE to image retrieval may fail because irrelevant images may be included among the highly ranked results and also because visual words in background regions may be included in the relevant images.
To circumvent the above problem, [4] takes geometric information into account in QE; namely, they make a "spatial" verification (using RANSAC or the like) between the query image (or query region) and each of the database images. In this verification, geometrically irrelevant images are rejected, and relevant images are back-projected onto the query region in order to reject irrelevant visual words appearing in the retrieved images. This method lies at the heart of recent state-of-the-art visual QE methods. It imposes pairwise spatial constraints on the query image and each of the database images, but in so doing it may narrow the range of the expanded query or miss information that is in the relevant images but not in the query (e.g., it can miss objects with occlusions or small objects with low granularity or noise).
Agrawal et al. [6] proposed frequent itemset mining (FIM) as a fast and principled method in data mining. FIM tries to find regularities, for example, in data on the shopping behavior of supermarket customers or by finding sets of products that are frequently bought together. Well-known FIM algorithms include FP-growth [7] , which achieves logarithmic computational complexity against the number of 
transactions but requires exponential memory complexity, and LCM [8] , which runs in linear computational complexity along with linear memory complexity. FIM tools are pervasively used for finding patterns in transactions. However, it is not necessary to find all item sets. FIM requires a parameter, namely the minsup threshold, for ensuring only the item sets that have a relatively larger fraction of transactions are output. In addition, [9] proposed an optional maximum constraint maxsup for judging multiple items with different criteria. FIM has begun to be applied to problems involving images. Here, visual word mining attempts to find meaningful co-occurring patterns by taking advantage of the power of FIM especially in the context of QE, and it has been used in video mining [10] , visual phrase mining [11] , mining of multiple queries [12] , and mining for re-ranking and classification [13] . FIM is also reported to be able to find unambiguous spatially visual meanings [11] . However, FIM requires fine tuning of a sensitive parameter, namely, minsup. Most of the aforementioned methods heuristically assign a fixed minsup value or predefined number of patterns depending on the dataset. In contrast, we present an automated algorithm for tuning minsup and maxsup values onthe-fly in a way that depends on each individual query (see Sect. 4.2).
Preliminaries
This section explains the notation used in the paper and the previous approaches, namely, BoVW, QE, AQE, and FIM.
Object-based image retrieval
The main purpose of object-based image retrieval is to find the most similar objects to a given query image Q in a database D consisting of M images, where D = {I 1 , I 2 , . . . , I M }. In some cases, the query is a region of interest (ROI) in an image.
If a query is given without any specific bounding box around the intended object, the image search will interpret the whole image as being the query and will retrieve images with the globally highest similarities to it from the database. Here, Eq. 1 describes the result of such a simple retrieval scheme R for a (normally ranked) list of images.
The goal of object-based image retrieval, is not to identify the most similar image, but rather to find images from the database collection that contain the same or visually similar objects, as in the Trecvid Instance Search task [14] .
Baseline method: BoVW
We chose BoVW as the baseline for comparison in this study. BoVW extracts local features from each image (i.e., from the query and the images in the database). In particular, we used a Hessian Affine keypoint detector [15] and RootSIFT [16] , [17] to obtain on average 1,000 to 3,000 descriptors per image, depending on the content of the image. We used AKM [18] to generate a large visual vocabulary (K = 1 million) and ANN [19] to quantize the local features for the sake of speed. A k-dimensional vector was obtained for each image. Here, we denote the vector of the query (optionally with the ROI) as Q and the vector of the database image as I i . Moreover, the vector components can optionally be weighted by tf-idf . We used the following similarity between Q and I:
where · 1 denotes the L 1 -norm. This similarity was calculated from all matched non-zero words, or for only the matches inside the ROI, if provided. The top-k retrieved results R were those with the k highest similarities.
Query expansion (QE)
Given an initial top-k ranked list R, QE assumes that (most of) the items in the list are relevant and generates a nextround query by averaging the BoVW histograms of the images retrieved in the first round.:
where R b denotes the BoVW histogram of the b-th image in R. Some of the retrieved images may be irrelevant to the query. To circumvent this problem, AQE [4] checks the geometric consistency of each of the returned images with the query. Here, let us assume that k images successfully pass the geometric consistency check (k ≤ k) and R b is the BoVW histogram of the b-th image. The next-round query of AQE is computed as:
An algorithm like RANSAC [5] is typically used for the geometric consistency check. The inlier threshold parameter (th) is used to control the consistency, which thresholds the number of point pairs between two images (the query and one of the returned images) satisfying the estimated geometric transformation (scale, shift, affine, homography, etc.). Verified images ensure a higher quality second-round query Q . In obtaining the average (Eq. 3) for the next round query, the method takes the union of features of the original query combined with regions in returned images backprojected into the query region by the estimated transformation.
Frequent item sets mining (FIM)
FIM is aiming at finding regularities in transactions. Wellknown application of FIM is market basket analysis: given large number of lists of items bought by customers (a list is called a transaction), FIM finds multiple sets of items (called frequent patterns) bought together by many customers. Here, let us denote that T = {t 1 , . . . , t n t } is a set of transactions, and each transaction t = {i 1 , . . . , i m }; i ∈ Z is a set of items. A set of patterns is defined as P = {p 1 , . . . , p n p }, where each pattern p is also a set of items. Each pattern has a corresponding support:
representing the fraction of transactions which contains the pattern p out of all transactions. The parameter minsup ensures FIM to output only patterns having larger supports than a given value. When a pattern to be output contains a large number of items, FIM may generate an extremely large number of patterns because all elements of the power set of the pattern are by definition to be output. This problem is called the colossal pattern problem [20] , and it may degrade the performance of FIM. Simple outputs of FIM are shown in Table 1 . Figure 2 is an overview of our QB and QB + SP (QB combined with optional spatial verification) framework. From left to right, it works as follows:
Query Bootstrapping

Baseline BoVW
The input query image is processed using the standard BoVW-based image retrieval to obtain the first-round result (Ranked List 1).
Spatial verification (SP, optional)
In this optional step, LO-RANSAC verifies the consistency of ranked list (returning a Verified Ranked List 1). Here, the spatial topology of the local features in each image in the Ranked List 1 is compared with that of the query image, and if the topologies are determined to be similar, the image is added to the verified list. The key parameter of LO-RANSAC, namely, the inlier threshold, is automatically determined.
Query Bootstrapping (QB)
The list (either verified or not verified) is fed to the FIM module in order to find frequently co-occurring visual words. The parameters of FIM, namely, minsup and maxsup, are automatically determined. The result is used to determine tf-fi-idf weights, and the query vector for the second round is generated. Finally, secondround retrieval is executed with the generated secondround query using a standard BoVW framework.
Mining Visual Transactions
In order to apply FIM to a ranked list of images, we convert the list into a set of transactions. Each image in the list is regarded as a transaction, the quantized visual words as items, and the set of images in the list as a set of transactions (we call this conversion as the B2T procedure). Given such a set of transactions, FIM outputs frequent patterns corresponding to frequently co-occurring visual words.
Adaptive support Parameter
FIM generates patterns under specific constraints on the support. On the other hand, as [9] suggested, the patterns can include mixtures of different patterns, which may correspond to target objects, such as buildings, as well as background objects, such as trees. If we seek too high a support value, we may find patterns which co-occur very frequently in the top-k images, but may miss patterns (corresponding to target objects) which occur only moderately frequently. If we set too low a constraint for the support, FIM may generate too many patterns including background noise with the target objects. We can consider the number of patterns with intervals for support values. We assume that the number of patterns in excess of the support value has a unimodal distribution because the target object for each query is unique. The Fig. 3 shows examples that supports this assumption. Accordingly, we can determine minsup and maxsup to be the support values corresponding to the maximum number of patterns. FIM restricts the output patterns to those having support values between minsup and maxsup. FIM takes two parameters, namely, minsup and maxsup, which restrict output patterns having support value between them. In addition, FIM has two operation modes. In one mode, it finds closed frequent itemsets which include all patterns greater than or equal to minsup. In the other mode, it finds maximal frequent itemsets, which are those of its immediate supersets are frequent. The closed frequent itemsets mode tends to be slow especially when the number of patterns is large, while the maximal frequent itemsets mode runs very fast. To determine the optimal minsup and maxsup, we scan pairs of possible minsup and maxsup values with a fixed interval between them and inspect the number of patterns using FIM in maximal frequent itemsets mode. The minsup and maxsup pair yielding the maximum number of patterns are determined to be optimal. The pseudo code of the algorithm is as follows: Finally FIM is run in closed frequent itemsets mode with the optimal minsup and maxsup in order to generate actual patterns. Note that using minsup and maxsup helps to improve the quality of the generated patterns on an exact frequent object and hence contributes to the overall retrieval performance, and the closed frequent itemsets mode is faster in this case since there is no need to discover unnecessary patterns outside the min/max support boundary.
This step assumes that the first round retrieval results are dominated by relevant images containing target objects. Unfortunately, as Fig. 5 implies, this is not always the case. In other words, FIM and the parameter determination algorithm explained here may not always work so well. To cope with this problem, we can optionally employ spatial verification.
Improving QB with LO-RANSAC
We use LO-RANSAC for the spatial verification. LO-RANSAC generates a verified ranked list from a query image and the images in the ranked list. It finds the maximum number of point pairs between given two images that are geometrically consistent in some way (we use Homography). Such point pairs are called inliers. Images having more inliers than a threshold are called verified images. Too tight of a threshold may generate very few (or no) verified images, while too loose a threshold is equivalent to no verification. 5 Example of QB failure when images retrieved in the first round were dominated by another object (a tree) rather than the target query (a building). Without a spatial verification (SP) process, QB produces a result closer to the dominated one. Fig. 6 The blue line shows the total number of inliers found in the top 100 images of the initial rank on the sample query with a baseline AP of 30.14%. The gray bar shows the true positive images appearing in the ranked list, whereas the orange bar shows images selected by our adaptive inlier threshold (ADINT) seen in a red line that yielded a final AP of 82.07%.
Adaptive Inlier Threshold
We assume that images having target objects tend to have large numbers of inliers, while images without target objects tend to have few inliers. Here, we propose an adaptive inlier threshold algorithm, namely, ADINT that adaptively determines inlier threshold to filter relevant images. First, we use LO-RANSAC to determine which images in the topk retrieved images are under a certain inlier count threshold. Then we construct a frequency histogram (the number of images) of the inlier count to be processed with the rest of the ADINT algorithm. The example of histograms are shown in Fig. 4 (a)-(b) . Generally, images with high inlier counts tend to be the correct matches (see the right ellipse in Fig. 4 (a) ), while images with low inlier counts tend to be outliers (see the left ellipse in Fig. 4 (a) ). More specifically, outlier images are usually at a peak on the left side of the distribution, including its neighborhoods and the images that have lower inlier counts than the peak point. Based on this observation, our ADINT finds a splitting point for inlier counts as follow:
In order to determine the inlier threshold between inlier and outlier images, the algorithm 2 firstly finds a point in a histogram where the most images are belonging to. This point will be a center point for the following sweeping mechanism. The algorithm determines the inlier threshold by sweeping clockwise from the right-most inlier count that can be reached by the radius of 0.9 times the frequency of the center point. The sweeping process will be done at the point where the radius cuts the histogram, or until it reaches the inlier count of the center point. The ratio is introduced, namely, ADINT ratio, with a typical value of 0.9 for controlling the radius.
ADINT works well in most cases. However, when there is only few correct matches in the retrieved images, we might easily identify inlier counts into two distinct group (see black and blue points in Fig. 4 (c) and (d) ). On the other hands, setting an ADINT ratio to 0.9 might not be enough, and may fail to filter out some irrelevant images as seen in Fig. 4 (d) . Therefore, we check whether a threshold was found near a boundary of an outlier groups, and if so, the threshold will be fixed to a boundary of an inlier group (see algorithm 2 at line 10 and 11). Figure 6 compares the autoselected inlier images (orange bars) with the ground truth (gray bars).
Integrating QB into the BoVW Framework
Up to now, in order to incorporate the set of patterns obtained by FIM, we extend the tf-idf weight for each quantized visual word by taking into account the frequent item (fi) that processed by the prior steps as a representative form of the occurrences of visual words. In this work, fi is 1 if the corresponding visual word appears in any pattern in the set of patterns, and is 0 if the corresponding visual word does not appear in the set. The final weight, tf-fi-idf , is easily defined as follows:
Note that by setting fi for all visual words to 1, we obtain the standard query expansion.
Speed Up Mining Process with Transaction Transposition
Given transactions with m items, FIM normally discovers shared patterns from 2 m possible subsets of combinations of items in a set of transactions. As a toy example, suppose we have three code words a, b, and c; the total number of possible patterns will be 2 3 = 8, and the complete set of patterns will be P ∈ {{}, {a}, {b}, {c}, {a, b}, {a, c}, {b, c}, {a, b, c}}.
Since we use 1 million codewords in the BoVW framework, the resultant BoVW vectors are very high dimension, and their sparsity is also quite high. For instance, let us assume that an image has been encoded into a BoVW histogram with 1000 non-zero words. Suppose further that we have ten images in a ranked list that have 200 words in common while each of the other 800 words appear only once in them. In total, there would be 200 + (800 × 10), or 8200 distinct words to be handled by FIM. Therefore, m = 8200 yields 2 8200 2.79 × 10 2468 possible sets, which make the search space intractably large for FIM.
Although the number of items can be large (in our case several thousands), the number of transactions is relatively small (a few tens to hundreds). A number of pattern discovery studies [21] - [23] have tried to reduce a dimension of m, by using a Galois connection to do mapping on a completed lattice from a transposed matrix side back to the original untransposed matrix side † . Transposing a transaction database, which contains m † For details on how to transpose a visual transaction and how to map back mining results by using Galois connections, we encourage readers to access the URL: http://www.satohlab.nii.ac.jp/%7estylix/papers/siriwat%5fqbtranspose.pdf items with n transactions where 2 m >> 2 n , enables FIM to operate on a much smaller space of patterns. This means FIM can work much faster on the transpose than on the original transactions (see Fig. 7 ). Table 2 compares time used per query of FIM on a transaction database and its transpose.
Evaluation and Comparison
We compared BoVW ( [24] - [26] ), average query expansion (AQE) [4] , query bootstrapping (QB), and QB with spatial verification (QB + SP). To seek for fair evaluation, we used three state-of-the-art datasets and their ground truth labels, namely, Oxford 5k, Oxford 105k, and Paris 6k [18] , [27] , which were largely used in the object based image retrieval works.
The Oxford Buildings 5k dataset consists of 5062 high-resolution images that were crawled from Flickr by using queries for famous Oxford landmarks, such as "Oxford Christ Church" and "Oxford Radcliffe Camera".
The Oxford Buildings 105k dataset is an extension of Oxford 5k that uses the distractor images of the Flickr 100k dataset, which consists of 100071 images collected by searching for popular Flickr tags.
The Paris 6k dataset consists of 6412 high-resolution images collected from Flickr by searching for particular Paris landmarks, such as "Paris Moulin Rouge" and "Paris Arc de Triomphe".
The Ground truth labels is provided differently on Oxford and Paris dataset. Each of which are 11 different land- marks, each consisted of 5 possible queries. This gives a set of 55 queries with four possible labels as follows:
1. Good -a clear picture of the object/building. 2. OK -more than 25% of the object is clearly visible. 3. Junk -less than 25% of the object is visible, or there is a very high level of occlusion or distortion. 4. Bad -the object is not present.
In term of evaluation, we used mean average precision (mAP) as the evaluation metric. In addition, we regard images with Good and OK labels as relevant, images with Bad label as irrelevant, and we disregard images with Junk label in the calculation.
We used 100 million randomly sampled local features to train a codebook of 1 million code words. In particular, we used an approximate nearest neighbor search (FastCluster [18] ) with 50 iterations. The visual word assignment was done using fast library for approximate nearest neighbor (FLANN [19] ) with a hard assignment, 512 checks on maximum leafs, and the KDTree index. For the spatial verification, we used the default RANSAC parameters, while we increased the random samples from 1000 to 3000 in the hope of obtaining a small accuracy improvement. Moreover, as indicated above, we enabled the local optimization option, i.e., LO-RANSAC.
We conducted all experiments on a computer running Linux RHEL 6.3 with an Intel Xeon E7-4870 @2.4 GHz having 40 virtual CPUs and 512 GBs of memory. The core retrieval module was written in the C++11 standard and compiled with the optimization -O3 flag using crosscompiled GCC 4.8.1. We evaluated the time consumption of FIM and similarity scoring based on a single CPU. Since we parallelized RANSAC, the times reported in this paper are for all of the available CPUs. Figure 8 shows the performance of BoVW, AQE, AQE [28] , QB, and QB + SP. The evaluation was done based on the same parameter configuration for all approaches. However, for the QE based approaches (AQE, AQE [28] , QB, and QB + SP), setting various top-k values will directly effect to the final performance. We ran these experiments using the parameters that achieved the best performance for each of the methods. We used the top-100 images for AQE, QB + SP on all datasets, the top-100 for QB on the Paris dataset and the top-25 for QB on the Oxford datasets as reported in the Sect. 5.2. However, for the AQE [28] , due to a speed issue, top-10 images is only the maximum for them.
Overall Evaluation
It is clear from this figure that QB + SP significantly outperformed the other methods with the lower variances among queries. Figure 9 shows samples of the rank lists retrieved with the BoVW, AQE, and QB + SP.
Impact of the Number of Relevant Images to Retrieval Performance
One of the parameters of query expansion based methods (e.g. AQE, QB, and QB + SP) is the number of relevant images k from the first-round retrieval. We varied k (e.g., 25, 50, 75, and 100) to see how it affected the retrieval performance.
As Fig. 10 shows, the spatial verification based methods (AQE and QB + SP) received a positive impact for a larger number of images, while those without spatial verification (QB) suffered when too many images were added. A possible reason for the non-spatial verification methods doing less well is that a larger number of images may have more irrelevant images; spatial verification eliminates such irrelevant images. In addition, QB + SP takes full advantage of the more numerous relevant images because it can utilize the consistency among them. In contrast, AQE did not enjoy this benefit because it imposes pairwise consistency between the query and each of the images in the ranked list. Figure 10 also shows that increasing the number of images had a negative impact on the recall of QB with Oxford 5k and 105k, but a positive impact with Paris 6k. This difference is due to the different numbers of relevant images per query. The number of true positive images per query of the Paris 6k dataset is on average 163 (minimum 51 and maximum 289). On the other hand, Oxford 5k and 105k datasets contains on average only 51 true positive images per query (minimum 6 and maximum 221). This is why QB did not degrade the recall on Paris 6k even with up to 100 images.
Automatic Parameters and Relative Improvement
We evaluated the performance of the automatic parameter tuning algorithms including support, and inlier threshold.
Adaptive support
Here, we compared the performance in terms of mAP of QB + SP on Oxford 5k for two different settings, one using a fixed minsup for all queries, and another using the adaptive support algorithm to adaptively select minsup and maxsup for each query. Figure 11 shows the results. Minsup had a strong impact on the final performance of Oxford 5k, and the best fixed minsup was around 20-30 (blue line). However, the adaptive support algorithm performed better than Table 3 Comparison of fixed inlier threshold and adaptive inlier threshold (ADINT, A). QB + SP performed the best with ADINT, and ADINT provided a fair performance for AQE.
the non-adaptive one, with lower variances among queries (red line).
Adaptive inlier threshold
We compared the effect of the adaptive inlier threshold algorithm (ADINT) with that of a fixed inlier threshold (FINT). For fairness, we compared only QB + SP and AQE. The results are shown in Table 3 . AQE had less impact on the various inlier thresholds, while QB + SP had a strong impact. ADINT significantly improved the performance of QB + SP, while its contribution to AQE was minor.
Impact of Query Quality on Retrieval Robustness
The following experiments assessed the impact of degraded queries.
Query with noise
We added the Gaussian noise with different standard deviation values (σ = 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0) to the original query. The results, reported in Fig. 12 , show that QB + SP gave the best results for all three datasets and showed good robustness to noise levels. However, QB became inaccurate when very hard noise appeared in an image and put many more irrelevant images in the initial ranked lists. AQE and BoVW were affected in the similar way.
Query with lower resolution
We did another experiment on query quality that assumed the query image was from a low-resolution camera or was a thumbnail image that would be used, for example, to speed up data transfers through a high latency network. We resized the query on different scales (20%, 40%, 60%, and 80%). Figure 13 shows that QB + SP performed the best until 40% whereas other methods experienced large performance drops. Table 4 lists the average time consumption per query. Note that we excluded feature extraction from the evaluation since it had no effect on any method. QB + SP was the slowest, followed by QB, AQE, and BoVW. We did a time breakdown on QB and QB + SP, namely, on the SP (spatial verification) module, FIMT (frequent itemset mining process with matrix transposition) module, and Sim (similarity calculation) module. It is clear from Table 5 that the most time-consuming module was FIM process. On the other hand, FIM tends to be slow when the number of discovered patterns is huge. Assuming that if a query is "easy" in terms of retrieval performance (namely, BoVW can achieve very high performance and thus the contribution of query expansion is limited), many visual words may be found in common among the query and relevant images, and thus, FIM may produce many patterns. Moreover, if we assume that a "hard" query (BoVW performs poorly and thus there is room for the improvement by query expansion), relevant images may have fewer visual words in common, FIM may produce fewer patterns. To see whether this assumption is valid, we checked the relationship between retrieval performance and the total number of patterns. Figure 14 plots mAP values for each query versus the number of patterns for all methods.
Time Consumption
For a query on which BoVW obtained a low mAP, FIM discovers fewer patterns and thus is fast. On the other hand, for a query on which BoVW obtained a high mAP, FIM tends to produce more patterns. Accordingly, we categorized queries into two types using the number of patterns, which are easy for FIM (#patterns < 100k) and hard for FIM (#patterns ≥ 100k). Fig. 14 mAP vs. total number of patterns. This plot shows the improvement was performed by our QB + SP on most queries that generated less than 100k patterns. In contrast, it had less effect on queries that generated more than 100k patterns. Table 6 mAP and times of specific query types (easy/hard). FIM takes the longest and is especially slow on "hard" queries that mostly got high retrieval performance in the first round. QB + SP yielded a very large performance improvement with very low latency for "easy" queries.
Fig. 15
Number of patterns versus time. The discovery of rest patterns yielded no big improvement in mAP after it had produced enough core patterns about 100k patterns, which were processed within 3 seconds.
The red vertical lines in Fig. 14 show boundaries between easy and hard cases. On the easy side, QB + SP significantly improved mAP. However, it yielded less of an improvement on the hard side. Table 6 shows mAP values and processing times for easy and hard cases. QB + SP consumed much more processing time for the hard cases than for the easy cases, whereas its performance improvement was significantly larger in the easy cases than in the hard cases.
Colossal pattern
Although we used transaction transposition to speed up the pattern discovery process, we still spent a lot of time on the "hard" cases. Overall, these queries made QB + SP significantly slower on average than the other methods, as shown in Table 6 .
The main reason behind this slowdown is that the large number of relevant images with many visual words in common caused an explosion in the number of patterns discovered by FIM. This problem is called the colossal pattern problem. In [20] , it is pointed out that not all of these patterns may need to be discovered and their patterns can be roughly estimated by using an approximate method [29] . In our study, while mining "easy" queries could be accomplished very quickly (within a few hundred milliseconds), the "hard" cases were time consuming. According to the experimental results in Fig. 15 , mAP improved only slightly for the total number of patterns over 100k. Here, we could stop mining the "hard" cases once FIM has discovered enough of the core patterns, which took less than 3 seconds to compute. Accordingly, thanks to transaction transposition technique, we can recover the most of approximated patterns from the colossal space (e.g. 10 million patterns).
Conclusions
The paper proposed Query Bootstrapping (QB), a variant of Query Expansion (QE), to better exploit the correlation in the first-round retrievals. To overcome the problem of the strong dependence on a query image in spatial verification in AQE, we employed a principled data mining tool, namely, frequent itemset mining (FIM), to find less ambiguous but meaningful co-occurring visual words (patterns) from the initial ranked list. Furthermore, we presented an on-the-fly support tuning algorithm for providing the best support values (i.e., minsup and maxsup) for the visual mining process. In addition, we presented an automated inlier threshold algorithm for LO-RANSAC spatial verification. The patterns found by FIM are taken into account in a new weighting scheme called tf-fi-idf .
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to investigate auto-tuning of the support parameter for FIM for a visual mining application and auto-tuning of the inlier threshold for LO-RANSAC geometric verifications. We presented head-to-head comparisons with state-of-the-art methods in terms of performance, robustness, and execution time. We evaluated our approach with the standard evaluation protocol on three well-known benchmark datasets, namely, Oxford 5k, Oxford 105k, and Paris 6k. The results show our approach has reached a new level of performance far beyond that of the classic BoVW framework or even AQE. 
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